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Th e Philadelphia Experiment is an informal non-profi t arts 
& culture organization intent on fostering creative expression 
and civic engagement. Th rough participatory events and 
community service initiatives we open doors of collective 
opportunity to help drive positive change in the world. Th is 
event is a fundraiser to help defray the costs associated with 
PEX grants and the funding of artists and performers who 
showcase their work in unique and unexpected venues.
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Ha� z: All the Hemispheres

Leave the familiar for a while.
Let your senses and bodies stretch out

Like a welcomed season
Onto the meadows and shores and hills.

Open up to the Roof.
Make a new water-mark on your excitement

And love.

Like a blooming night fl ower,
Bestow your vital fragrance of happiness

And giving
Upon our intimate assembly.

Change rooms in your mind for a day.

All the hemispheres in existence
Lie beside an equator

In your heart.

Greet Yourself
In your thousand other forms

As you mount the hidden tide and travel
Back home.

All the hemispheres in heaven
Are sitting around a fi re

Chatting

While stitching themselves together
Into the Great Circle inside of

You.
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Gate Gate will be open 24 hours a day durning the duration of the event. Everyone 
must be off the property by Monday noon. Upon entry, all guests will be required to 
register and receive a wristband, which must be worn AT ALL TIMES throughout the 
duration of the event. Ins and outs are strongly discouraged. In the case of emergency a re-
entry pass will be issued for $25 per vehicle.

Fires Do not light fires on bare ground or dig pits, leaving scars. Please use a burn 
barrel or burn platform. Burn only clean untreated wood or paper (nothing synthetic.) 
Make sure you have a fire extinguisher properly placed where everyone can access it. 

Swimming A Lifeguard will be on duty at the pool 24 hours a day. There is NO 
swimming in unsupervised waters.

Camp Stoves & Barbecues Camp stoves and barbecues are allowed in 
your camping areas, but please use extreme caution and be responsible. Always make 
sure your stove is in an area which is clear of dry grass and brush, and never leave a stove 
unattended while it is burning. If you are using a camp stove, make sure you have a fire 
extinguisher properly placed where everyone can access it.

Fireworks Absolutely no fireworks, firearms, rockets, or other explosives are allowed. 
If you are caught using any of the aforementioned, you will be asked to leave the event.

Meal Plan All meals will be served in the dining hall along with iced tea, juices, teas 
and coffee. A full salad bar and vegetarian entree will be available at each meal. The meal 
plan includes five meals: Friday Dinner, Saturday Brunch, Saturday BBQ Dinner, Sunday 
Brunch and Sunday Dinner. Meal times are: Brunch 11am to 1pm & Dinner 6pm-8pm.

Medical First Aid is available at the Canteen located on the ground floor of the Pool 
House.  In case of emergency, locate the closest Event Staff.  Emergency Response Team is 
on call 24 hours during the event.

Ice & Water  Ice is available for purchase at the Canteen located on the ground 
floor of the Pool House. Water can be located at spigots, water fountains and sinks on site.

Cabins  No fire in or around the cabins.  This includes smoking and incense burning.  
Please leave the cabins the way you found them.  Leave no trace in the cabins.

If it doesn’t come from your body, it doesn’t go  
in the potty!  Please, do not put trash in or around the port-o-potties.

General Information Volunteering

Leave No Trace

We are honored to have the contributions of such an amazing and multi-talented group 
of energetic people at our events. YOU have been the reason PEX has been able to do 
so much with so little. We know that every moment of time, every bit of energy, that is 
contributed will aid in fostering the mission of PEX as we construct events that nurture 
the evolution of the human spirit.

We are sending out a call to YOU, the participants of Summer Fest, to come and help us 
make this weekend the best it possibly can be for yourself and the people you love. Giving 
in and of itself is an act of receiving, and volunteering is an easy and simple access point to 
feeling the warm embrace of our shared vitality.

Please sign up for a volunteer shift at the 
Participation Station located on the top floor  
of the Pool House.

The PEX Summer Festival is a leave no trace event. Our 
community respects the environment. We are committed to 
leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we gather. 
We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, 
to leave such places in a better state than when we found 
them. This includes the cabins, as well.

Please, pick up trash as you go!
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public service effort to promote the use of 
proper safetying tools, heavy-duty Duvatyn 
fire blankets will be available to purchase, 
at cost, for $10 both at the workshop and 
throughout the weekend.

When: Saturday 12:00-1:00pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Introduction to Poi » Conway 
Jennings | This workshop will cover the 
basics of poi instruction for the beginner or 
fresh poi spinner. All are welcome. Poi will 
be available to borrow for the class.

When: Saturday 4:30-5:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Intermediate Contact Staff » Chad 
Benett | This class is for people that have 
got the basics of contact staff and want to 
start learning more advanced moves. Chad 
will try to incorporate foot movement, but 
the majority of this class will be CT staff 
move based. The items that he will focus 
on include: Steve variations (prayer, rotors, 
tosses); front side steve; elbow catches 
and tosses; extra steve beats on the back; 
pirouette turns; vertical steve; turning with 
vertical steves; fish tails; fish tail rotors and 
fish tail turns.

When: Saturday 5:30-6:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Advanced Poi » Conway Jennings | 
We will cover a variety of tosses, stalls, and 
hybrids, and concepts to help you advance 
your own personal style by creating your 
own “moves” and variations.

When: Saturday 8:00-9:00pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Intermediate-Advanced Poi Turning 
» Chad Benett | In this workshop you 
will be presented with concepts, drills 
and techniques for basic and advance poi 
turning. Many of these drills can be applied 
to other spinning arts, but the focus will 
be on poi. We will do some basic work and 
discuss some theory, but the majority of 
the class will be spent on intermediate/
advanced turning moves/drills. It is 
recommended that you know butterfly, 
thread the needle, 3 beat weave, lock-outs, 
and reels all in both directions in addition to 
basic step turns.

When: Sunday 12:30-1:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Beginner to Advanced Poi Outside 
the Box » Lucas Boyd | This class is 
about rethinking poi, and can be taken by 
a raw beginner or by someone with many 
years experience to gain a fresh new look 
at things. Planes and plane bending, 1.5’s 
(pendulums), and ellipses, and variants of 
these are explained. Lucas will move up 
in skill to accommodate more advanced 
spinners while beginners practice with the 
new ideas. 10 sets of practice poi will be 
available to borrow.

When: Sunday 1:30-2:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Beginner Contact Staff » Lucky | Take 
your staff spinning to the world of contact 
as we review core concepts of rolls, steves, 
stalls and whatever you can handle without 
using your thumbs. The class will give you 
a basic understanding of how contact staff 
works and allow you to begin moving the 
staff across your body without the use of 
your hands. Beginners welcome. Just bring 
a staff or something long and hard.

When: Sunday 2:30-3:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Beginner/Intermediate Double Staff 
» Lucas Boyd | Learn the basics of 
double staff including hip reels, isolations, 
and antispins. 10 sets of practice doubles 
available to borrow.

When: Sunday 3:30-4:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

HOOP
Beginner Hoop » Jen Alvarez | 
This workshop focuses on Hoop Dance 
fundamentals; learning to move the hoop 
from the waist, hips, shoulders, arms 
and legs and vertical hooping. Instruction 
emphasizes guidance on gaining fluidity 
and control over one’s hoop and increasing 
grace poise of body movements.

When: Saturday 3:30pm-4:30pm
Where: MAIN STAGE AREA

Beginner/Intermediate Twin Hooping 
» Squiddie | Ever wonder how in the 
world performers keep multiple hoops 
swinging around on and off different parts 
of their bodies? We’re breaking it down step 
by step.We will work on 2- & 3-beat weaves, 
turning around with weaves, helicopters, 
jumps with two hoops, off the body lateral 

CAPOEIRA
All Levels Capoeira » Risadinha | 
Come for an all-levels capoeira workshop. 
Capoeira is an afro-Brazilian martial art 
that incorporates elements of fight, dance, 
acrobatics, music, endurance, community, 
rhythm, strength and freedom of 
expression. This ASCAB capoeira workshop 
will utilize those elements to do basic 
capoeira movements, as well as sequences, 
partner exercises, strengthening and 
stretching, and music. Students should wear 
loose fitting clothes, bring water and expect 
to move! All levels are welcome. 
When: Saturday 3:30-5:00pm
Where: GyMNASIuM

CONTACT JuGGLING
Sphere Manipulation » Jeff Calafato 
| In this work shop Jeff Calafato will be 
exploring the Basic Fundamentals of sphere 
manipulation, creative new theories in 
geometry, studies of the infinite planes on 
the body, unlocking parallel dimensions of 
consciousness in the focused now moment, 
magic illusions and isolations, performance 
therapy and practice, collaboration and 
play, the fusion of multiple performing arts 
disciplines w/ sphere manipulation, opening 
portals and speaking alien languages, 
everything you will need to rock the sphere 
for the rest of your life!

When: Saturday 6:00-7:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE AREA

DANCE
Contact Improv Dance » Geri Vanore 
| Contact improvisation is awesome, so 
come check it out! This playful workshop 
includes a warm up, cool down, and various 
heart opening exercises that encourage 
exploration of movement with another. 
In this workshop we will get to play with 
counterbalance, negative space, and moving 
massage. The Biggest, Best and most 
Beautiful part of the experience??? CHANCE! 
So come one, come all (in loose comfortable 
clothing). All levels are welcome to play and 
learn.

When: Saturday 1:00pm-2:00pm
Where: PAVILLION

Tribal Bellydance » Ayshah | Tribal 
bellydance is a powerful, earthy expression 
of the joy of the female spirit. The 
dance evokes grace and confidence and 
deliberately presents women as strong 
and proud. By learning a vocabulary of 
movements, dancers can take turns leading 
and following, creating an improvised dance 
that is the unique expression of the group. 
In this beginner level workshop, dancers will 
learn basic tribal bellydance movements, 
as well as transitions and techniques for 
leading and following.

When: Saturday 5:30-7:00pm
Where: PAVILION

DRuMMING
Drumming » Carlos Izaguirre | Drum 
workshop.

When: Friday 5:30-6:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Drumming » Xande Cruz | Drum 
workshop.

When: Saturday 1:00-2:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

FIRE ARTS
Beginner Traditional Staff » Lucky | 
Participants will be introduced to the world 
of staff, including turns, twirls, and tosses. 
you will gain a basic foundation of how 
to maneuver the staff around your body, 
creating flow with your art. I only have one 
additional staff. So it will pretty much be: 
Bring your own staff or go find a stick in the 
woods to use.

When: Friday 7:00-8:00pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Fire Safety » DeniseDenise | Is your 
wet towel weighing you down? Think your 
plastic fuel cups might be too “melty” when 
they accidentally ignite? Want to bring some 
well-respected fire safety back to your local 
community? This fire safety workshop will 
be a very hands-on experience designed for 
beginners, seasoned fire spinners and those 
who love to keep them safe. Topics covered 
will include risk-factor awareness, proper 
fuel management, how to be an active 
safety, how to deal with critical issues, the 
properties of typical fuels, and fire safety in 
varying environs among other topics. As a 

Workshops Workshops
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tosses with twins, flowers, windmills, 
corkscrews, twin hoop isolations in every 
direction, and the holy grail of on the body 
twin hooping: separating the hoops on your 
body without using your hands! Participants 
should already have a good command 
and flow with one hoop before taking this 
workshop. Also recommended to poi and 
double staff spinners.

When: Saturday 1:30pm-3:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE AREA

Intermediate Hoop » Jen Alvarez | 
This workshop focuses on instruction of 
walk throughs, jumps, body stalls, tosses 
and throws, weaves, isolations, breaks and 
paddles and other off the body moves. Gain 
a better understanding of how counts will 
help you keep continuous flow, moving your 
hooping from disconnected tricks into lyrical 
movement.

When: Sunday 4:30-5:30-pm
Where: MAIN STAGE AREA

ABC’s of Minis » Squiddie | This 
workshop focuses on using 20” or smaller, 
mini hoops. We will cover the basics of 
moving and dancing while manipulating 
these tiny hoops off the body. We will cover 
2 and 3 beat weaves, turning around with 
weaves, corkscrews, windmills, tosses, 
helicopters, isolations, and iso-pops. This 
workshops is HIGHLy recommended to poi 
spinners, as well as hoop dancers of all 
levels. What to Bring: For this workshop you 
will need to bring a pair of 20”minis. **Tip: 
The tubing should be the same length as you. 
Measure your tubing against your body before 
connecting it and it will be the perfect size! You 
want it to be able to clear your armpit when 
you extend your arm.

When: Sunday 6:00-7:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE AREA

HoopSculpt » Soy Boy | A super-fun 
fitness class for beginners. No experience 
necessary. Join us for a fun, funky, fabulous 
journey into fitness using only adult hoops 
and your own body weight. We’ll boost our 
stamina, core strength, coordination and 
flexibility to the tune of a Live DJ. We’ll do 
group exercises like jump-throughs and 
hoop squats, partner up for circuit training 
in different workout stations, mix it up with 
games: hoop chaser, rainbow ring, hoop 
limbo, hoopstacle course. And maybe you’ll 
learn a few fancy moves in the process. 
This is not a free-form dance class. you will 
SWEAT!

When: Saturday 2:30-4:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE AREA

SPIRITuALITy
Cultivating the Gift of Fire, the 
Element of Partnership and Presence 
in Ancient Chinese Philosophy » Lina 
Luv | In the Chinese Elemental Creation 
Cycle, Fire can be the space that arises in 
the presence of two people ; it is the magic 
of the third, nameless “presence” that 
appears. Each one of us has the innate gift 
of “presence” to give to one another; it is 
the ability to really “be” with someone else 
fully. This workshop creates a safe place for 
you to practice being present to yourself 
and to another human being; a hearth where 
the magic of Fire already within you can 
come out and play! This workshop can help 
you find new possibilities in relationships 
and it can help you be more authentic. 
Presence can be can be practiced anywhere, 
and attained simply and easily. Presence will 
leave you enlivened, accessible, open, and 
free! Presence allows you to be at one with 
your true human nature.

When: Saturday 3:00pm-4:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

SENSuALITy
Boundaries » Chad Doberstein | We 
have been programmed to be reasonable. 
Since we were babies we have been taking 
in information about how others will receive 
us, and how we must behave in order to 
get what we want. Come discover what is 
possible when we take off the straight jacket 
for an hour and find out who we really are 
with one another. Learn how to ask for 100% 
of what you want, not so that you can get 
it, but so that you can be known. Learn how 
to receive “no”, not as a rejection of you 
personally, but as a gift resulting in greater 
intimacy. Find out where the ìyesî is with 
anyone and discover what is possible in 
each moment.

When: Saturday 12:30-1:30pm
Where: BARN

The Pleasure Palace » Chad 
Doberstein | We all want pleasure, but 
how often to we really ask for what we 
want or risk offering what we’d like to give? 
The pleasure palace is a sacred space for 
the exchange of gifts of pleasure. Have you 
ever been massaged by six people at once? 

Workshops
Been kissed from head to toe while being 
showered with appreciations? Do you want 
to? Check your expectations at the door and 
come find out what’s really available when 
we meet and recognize one another as 
sensual beings.

When: Sunday 3:00-4:00pm
Where: BARN

Bound for Pleasure » Veronia Bound 
| Simple yet effective ties are taught in this 
hands on class with an emphasis on sex-
able bondage positions. Veronica will also 
demonstrate how to get properly “Bound 
for Pleasure” by using eye contact, tone of 
voice and a seductive tying technique.

When: Saturday 2:00-3:00pm
Where: BARN

Get Your Spank On! And Why 
You Like It! » Veronia Bound | Old 
fashioned “discipline” is what this class 
is all about –and I know all you naughty 
little boys and girls are interested. Discover 
the psychology behind many common 
roles played out in spanking scenes, from 
naughty brat/parent to executive/employee. 
And learn technique, methodology, and 
special neurological points in the body that 
will give you and your partner a spanking 
good time!

When: Saturday 6:30-7:30pm
Where: BARN

Intimate Exchanges » Kali Diana 
Morgan | A workshop on the psychology 
of power exchange for couples. Have 
you or your partner fantasized about 
dominance and submission but never quite 
understood the how’s and why’s? using 
writing exercises, guided visualization, and 
other techniques everyone in this class will 
experience what it is like to become the 
submissive adorer or dominant caretaker of 
their partner to enhance sexual play. “Hands 
on” practice of techniques such as silk scarf 
bondage, low-temperature candle play and 
more will give you skills you can use at 
home!

When: Sunday 4:30-5:30pm
Where: BARN

Corsets 101 » Kali Diana Morgan | 
Real corsets are fun and functional. Not only 
do they provide great back support, they 
create and elegant body-sculpting fashion 
aesthetic that is appropriate for business, 

formal and intimate occasions. Learn the 
basic care and feeding, lacing techniques 
and style possibilities in this interactive 
workshop where students will each take 
turns lacing themselves and each other into 
a variety of corsets designed for men and 
women.

When: Saturday 11:00am-12:00pm
Where: BARN

Erotic Fireplay » Kali Diana Morgan 
| Fire things up in the bedroom and in life 
with a few safety tips and that will ignite 
ecstatic sensations in you or your parter. 
Flame has the power to mesmerize and 
sensitize and will add drama and excitement 
to any erotic play. In this workshop, you 
will learn how to gauge and control flame, 
how to set yourself and your partner on fire 
without undue risk, how to build fire wands, 
eat fire and breathe fire.

When: Sunday 1:30-2:30pm
Where: BARN

Polyamory / Open Relationship 
Discussion » Lucifer & Angel | Are 
you in an open relationship?   Have you 
been in one, before?   Are you considering 
opening your relationship up?   Are you 
even curious about open relationships? 
Come join our frank & thoughtful 
discussion about “Polyamory” and “Open 
Relationships” that will surely be relevant. 
Discussion facilitated by “Lucifer & Angel”,  a 
happily married polyamorous couple, who 
have successfully navigated this winding, 
challenging and unconventional road, 
together, for 14 years.

When: Saturday 3:30-4:30pm
Where: BARN

SILkS
Aerial Silk for Absolute Beginners 
» Stephanie Hope (radia??) | Aerial 
silk is a breathtakingly beautiful form of 
movement that can be enjoyed by people 
of all ability levels. Get aquainted with 
the fabric and learn to climb and invert 
with assistance. Absolutely no experience, 
strength training, or flexibility required.

When: Saturday 11:30am-1:00pm
Where: GyMNASIuM

Workshops
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Aerial Low Flying Dance Trapeze » 
Nina Charity | This workshop is for any 
level and allows the artist to explore the 
other dimensions of dance; The Air. By 
working on choreography on the trapeze 
the artist will me able to play with the 
connection of ground play and air play and 
see how they can make them work together.

When: Saturday 1:30pm-3:00pm
Where: GyMNASIuM

Aerial Fabric Int/Adv Technique » 
Nina Charity | This workshop will include 
various styles of climbing, help with the 
choreographical aspect of aerial dance such 
as transitions, presence and advanced falls 
will also be included.

When: Sunday 2:30pm-4:00pm
Where: GyMNASIuM

Aerial Silk DANCE! » Stephanie 
Radia | Learn to dance with the fabric. Turn 
a handful of tricks into a stunning sequence. 
Interact with your music and your audience. 
Sharpen your form. Express yourself with 
movement variation and gesture. you may 
learn a new trick or two in this class, but the 
focus will be on translating the moves you 
already know into dance. This workshop is 
for individuals with some aerial experience. 
Music will be provided but feel free to bring 
your own if you have something specific 
you’d like to dance to.

When: Sunday 5:00pm-6:30pm
Where: GyMNASIuM

TALkS
Beyond 2012: Blueprint for Global 
Transformation » Daniel Pinchbeck 
| In popular culture, the end of the Long 
Count Calendar of the Classic Maya in 
2012 is associated with doomsday and 
destruction. A different perspective sees 
this time as a window of opportunity to 
catalyze a shift in planetary culture and 
consciousness. To become sustainable, we 
will need to change our relationships with 
nature and one another. Bestselling author 
Daniel Pinchbeck will present a vision of 
how we can bring about a rapid change in 
our social and political system and discuss 
the shamanic and psychic aspects of this 
inevitable transformation.

When: Sunday 4:30pm-5:30pm
Where: PAVILION

Declaring Your Economic 
Independence: Citizen Dividends as 
Income Security for All » Eron Lloyd 
| In a time of such economic uncertainty, 
how can we best protect everyone’s well-
being and prevent the problems of poverty 
from taking hold? The answer may lie in 
an idea that sprouted from the writings 
of Thomas Paine, grew into a central 
vision of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “Poor 
People’s Movement,” and has evolved into 
a promising international reform agenda. 
Learn how we transform a society of 
“starving artists” into a truly creative class 
of valued individuals.

When: Saturday 3:30pm-4:30pm
Where: PAVILION

Bringing Human Rights Home » 
Heidi West | As the united States reopens 
itself to respectful engagement at the 
international level and participation in the 
united Nations human rights community, 
it becomes even more important to 
understand what these rights, laws, and 
mechanisms mean to us as individuals 
and communities.  This open participatory 
dialogue will seek to engage participants 
on the meaning and impact of international 
human rights on our daily lives and the 
lives of those we encounter.  We will explore 
questions such as: What does it mean to 
have a right? What does it mean to exercise 
our rights?  Can codifying rights help us 
reach our human potential?  Can there be a 
community at the global level and how can 
the rights framework contribute or detract 
from the creation of such a community?

When: Sunday 3:00pm-4:00pm
Where: PAVILION

Where is God in the Entheogenic 
Movement? » James Oroc | Author 
James Oroc will examine our search for the 
sacred with the use of ritual entheogens, 
while discussing his own powerful spiritual 
epiphany that he unexpectedly experienced 
on 5-MeO-DMT. Oroc’s experiences with this 
rare compound from the DMT family are 
the subject of his book Tryptamine Palace, 
which after having originally been ‘gifted’ 
at Burning Man in 2006 and 2007, has 
now been published world-wide by Inner 
Traditions in June, 2009.

When: Saturday 5:00pm-6:00pm
Where: PAVILION

THEATER ARTS
Mask Making » Tara & Jacqui 
| ArcheDream for Humankind is an 
internationally touring non profit mask and 
dance theater company from Philadelphia, 
pa. ADHK speacializes in telling stories 
with hand made costumes and masks 
representing character’s that derive from 
human emotions or ideas. Come make a 
mask with Archedream! We’ll share our 
secrets about how to make masks and why 
they are so special. This class is great for 
little kids and big ones too! (recommended 
$3-5 donation for tools)

When: Friday 7:30pm-8:30pm
 Saturday 12:00pm-1:00pm
Where: PAVILION

Theater Play » Tara & Jacqui | 
Remember those fun games you used to 
play in elementary school? How about in 
Theater class or summer camp? Archedream 
for Humankind, an internationally touring 
mask and dance theater company likes 
to play! Sometimes we come up with our 
most powerfully inspired ideas for shows, 
costumes, music or collaborations when 
we let ourselves become uninhibited 
witheachother. Be kids again with us and 
let Archedream take you back with guided 
games and play. Recommended for big kids.

When: Saturday 2:00pm-3:00pm
Where: PAVILION

yOGA & MOVEMENT
Vinyassa Yoga » Angela Boltz | 

When: Friday 12:00pm-1:30pm
Where: PAVILION

The Yoga Trimurti » Angela Boltz | 
Angela will kick off the weekend celebration 
with a healing space dedicated to the 
exploration and understanding of our 
collective energetic intention. The topics of 
creation, preservation, and destruction–in 
their cyclical nature–will set the tone of this 
journey toward understanding creativity 
in festival space. We will aim to invoke 
the energy of lord shiva manifest as the 
destroyer of obstacles–making space in our 
bodies, minds, and hearts for the creation of 
our week together. At the end of this fiery 

session, we will end with yoga Nidra, a deep 
relaxation technique, to invite the creative 
energy of lord brahma into our healing circle.

When: Friday 4:00pm-5:30pm
Where: PAVILION

Yin & Yang Yoga/Chi-Kung » Gabrielle 
Casella | This Workshop series will focus 
on performing a combine series of still 
postures, moving meditations and breathing 
techniques that place importance on the 
synchronization of mind, body and spirit 
through Taoist yoga; Chi Kung & Kung Fu 
exercises. The yin (still) postures concentrate 
on creating more elasticity in the connective 
tissue (ligaments/tendons) & the yang 
(flowing) postures place more emphasis on 
in the enhanced function of muscle tissue. 
While postures and names are similar 
among yoga styles originating in India, 
the roots of this practice lends itself to the 
traditions from Taoist legends that associate 
particular Chinese myths with animal spirits 
(Dragon, Phoenix, Monkey etc.), mystics 
(Monk, Warrior, Goddess, etc.) and relates to 
various aspects of the Five Elements found 
in nature (Water, Metal, Fire, Wood & Water) 
with the integration of breathing techniques 
to balance movement with stillness (yin/
yang).

When: Saturday 10:00am-11:30am
Where: PAVILION

Yofu » Gabrielle Casella | This 
workshop will offer an introduction to Taoist 
yoga, a technique derived from the Chinese 
internal/martial arts known as Chi-Kung/
Kung-Fu, in combination with the Indian 
yogic arts in the Kundalini style, while 
integrating aesthetic elements of Old School 
Hip-Hop & Psy-trance Trip-hop-ambient 
dance movement exploration. 

The fusion of these distinct movement 
forms, personifies my personal aesthetic 
as a performance artist/healing arts 
instructor to join together my background 
in various cultural dance/movement 
disciplines. Identifying the common threads 
woven throughout the fabric of different 
movement/dance forms, allows one to 
create both original choreography that has a 
unique flavor, as well as practicing the art of 
being fully engaged in ones physical, mental 
& spiritual being.

When: Sunday 6:00pm-7:30pm
Where: PAVILION

Workshops Workshops
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ARCHE-DREAM FOR 
HuMANkIND
Mask Theater | Arche-Dream for 
Humankind will present two different 
shows at the Festival. Friday night features 
Rise of Collaboration, while Saturday night 
features Chorus of Dreams.

When: Friday 10:00pm-Midnight
 Saturday 9:30-11:00pm
Where: GyMNASIuM

CARLOS IzAGuIRRE
Latin Percussion | Drum circle.

When: Friday 5:30pm-6:30pm
Where: LAKESIDE

CARLOS VERA Live Painter 

With  Wiseacre
When: Saturday 2:00-3:30pm
Where: POOL 

With  Dozia
When: Saturday 2:00-3:00pm
Where: POOL

Circuit Bent Fashion Show 
Renee Masoomian | Impending tragedy 
renders the human imagination bound and 
crippled.  The color spectrum has reduced 
and uniformity is omnipresent.  In this post 
aesthetic era, factory trends have become 
the expression of our diminished senses 
and imagination.  But Renee Masoomian, 
the creative escape artist, has picked the 

lock and untied the mental knots to create 
deviation.  Her designs express the power 
of choice long since become myth.  Come 
witness how these garments move fluidly 
during those fast abrasive nights when 
confrontations are inevitable.

When: Saturday 7:00pm-7:30pm
Where: POOL

Doll Hospital Fashion Show 
BabyLove’s Latex Performance | There 
is an awfully lot of broken dolls currently 
healing at the Doll Hospital. Come observe 
how their Nurses are helping along with 
the recovery process. BabyLove’s Latex is a 
collection of reinterpreted classic highlights 
from the 20th century’s eclectic closet.  
Brought about by Renee’s quest to work 
with a material that is not conventional in 
modern apparel, this line adds fashion to a 
fetish with a vintage twist.

When: Saturday 1:00am-1:30am
Where: BARN

GAMELATRON 
Robotic Gamelan Orchestra | The 
world’s first and only fully robotic Gamelan 
Orchestra! The GamelaTron is the fruit of 
a collaboration between The League of 
Electronic Musical urban Robots (LEMuR) 
and the composer Zemi17: A. Taylor Kuffner.

When: Ongoing
Where: LAKESIDE

performanceTantra Yoga & Ritualia » Taoin Lore 
| Tantra is an ancient way of looking at 
the world. In the Tantric view, all life and 
every aspect of creation including sexuality 
is celebrated and held as sacred. In this 
workshop we will begin at the beginning, 
with some self massage and deep breathing 
techniques to arrive into the moment. Some 
rapid breathing and spinal movements 
will help to awaken the flow of kundalini, 
accompanied with guided meditation 
and poetry. From there we will move into 
contact with others with acro yoga and 
partner yoga. Ritualia is a journey through 
the chakras, archetypes and 4 directions 
using thumping sounds that will help to take 
you into the flow of your intuitive body.

When: Saturday 5:00pm-6:00pm
 Sunday 6:00pm-7:30pm
Where: BARN

KECAK (Balinese Monkey Chant) 
» Eric Oberthaler | EO (Gamelan X, 
ArcheDream for Humankind) presents this 
group workshop weaves together voice, 
rhythm and communal interdependence. 
The sessions are based on an ancient 
Balinese ritual (as featured in the movie 
Baraka) and involve energetic rhythmic 
chanting, breathing, movement, and various 
innovative forms of ridiculously fun group 
behavior.

When: Saturday 6:30-8:00pm
Where: LAKESIDE

Acroyoga Therapeutics » Justicia 
& Sandhi | The therapeutic applications 
of Acroyoga are the nectar of the practice, 
facilitating release on both physical and 
energetic levels. We will use gravity to our 
advantage, applying the healing touch of 
Thai Massage to flying asanas to unravel 
fear and tension, and reveal our natural 
alignment with ourselves and with one 
another. The workshop includes partner 
stretching, traditional Thai Massage, and 
innovative therapeutic flying to bestow 
the many benefits of passive inversion. 
Intermediate yoga/movement practice 
recommended, with willingness to approach 
life upside-down. No partner necessary!

When: Sunday 12:30-2:00pm
Where: GyMNASIuM

Chi-MEETS-Prana » Liana & 
Plumdragoness | Liana & Plumdragoness 
show you what happens when ancient 
forms of Indian Hatha yoga meets the 

mystical teachings of Chinese Taoist yoga 
as we breathe in the life force all around 
us.This workshop is designed to help 
us let go of inhibitions, release stresses 
and reconnect with your central axis of 
“BE-ing” through self-massage (Dao-yin) 
& interactive partner work (Acro/Thai 
Massage), synchronize breath with Chi-
kung/Kung- fu movement techniques, and 
flow through sun salutes while we point 
to the moon amidst the bliss of healing 
modalities.Bring a partner or come with 
yourself. Bring a mat/blanket if you have 
one. Expect to leave feeling blissed out!

When: Sunday 12:30-2:00pm
Where: PAVILION

Burner Bootcamp Evolution » Soy 
Boy | A F-unconventional bootcamp class 
for all levels. It’s the cure to your same old 
BORING, monotonous gym workout. The 
theme will be Evolution!  Live DJ. Circuit 
training, some traditional exercises, and 
a veritable primordial stew of fun games 
to get your heart pumping:  Evolution 
Transformation: fish slide, caterpillar crawl, 
lizard scramble, leapfrog, bird soar, monkey 
walk, human skip • Chuck Darwin’s Evolve-
Till-Ya-Drop • Double Helix ab twist • Deadly 
Dino Diversion • Caveman’s Partner Club & 
Drag • Natural Selection Survive-a-Thon • 
more!

When: Friday 7:30-9:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE AREA

Workshops
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performance
SIMPLAFIRE
Fire & Dance Performance | Born 
from a timely spark of inspiration, Liana 
and Lauren Raske have brought together 
a group of lady Fire PEXies to present 
Simplafire, a collective compilation of 
fire and sans-fire performances created 
to ignite your soul. The show is a 
collaboration of various styles of dance, 
acro, spoken word, and of course all the 
sexyfirepexieness you’d expect!

When: Friday 9:00-10:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE

SOLOMONIC SOuND
Reggae Soundsystem

When: Sunday 2:00-4:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE

SWIFT TECHNIquE
Live Music | Although the idea of Swift 
Technique has been in motion for over 
10 years, it has just reached its breaking 
point in the summer of ‘07. While Swift 
Technique draws from all world influences, 
their genre is uniquely Philadelphia. Sean 
McCann: Vocals, Lyricist, Rhymes; Jake 
Leschinsky: Bass; Andy Bree: Guitars; 
Rich Agren: Drums; Alex Roysdon: Alto 
Sax; Greg Rosen: Trumpet; Matt Fischer: 
Trombone.

When: Monday 12:30am-2:00am
Where: MAIN STAGE

TuNNEL T
Live Music | Imagine an appropriation 
of sounds, a synthesis of emotionally 
driven poetry with experimental flavors 
in rhythm and bass. From a hum to a roar 
the guitar vacillates melodically between 
dirty noise and meticulous rhapsody. 
The front woman serenades languidly in 
Russian and English, and duets with the 
male vocalist in tempestuous euphony. 
The bass lines pull at your heartstrings 
and cling to your eardrums, as the drums 
pound hypnotizing your body to move 
in time. Their song styles range from 
danceable to downright shoegazey, 
but retain a reverence to their roots of 
rock and roll, and show affection for the 
independent artists who paved the way 
before them- reorganizing old ideals with 
new execution. This is something you need 

to experience for yourself, simplicity with 
a textured resonance that that holds an 
offering to those who have the pallet for 
musical delicacies. At the end of the rabbit 
hole you fall into the echoes of Tunnel. 

When: Sunday 9:30-11:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE

uMLAuT
Live Music | ”We’re from Space . . . and 
Germany” Intergalactic travelers from 
the Andromeda Galaxy, the band umlaut 
landed in Berlin, Germany. Disguising 
themselves as humans they plan to take 
over the world with their space sounds. 
Adopting the aliases of Eric, Angela, 
Andrea, and Amy, the band spent years 
holed-up in the black forest, frolicking 
across the plains of Bavaria with garden 
gnomes, when they happened upon a 
Zepplin bound for Philadelphia. To Philly, 
they brought with them a mish-mash of 
musical sensibilities, ranging from Bach to 
the Bee Gees. They sing songs full of sass 
and spice, oftentimes peppered in foreign 
languages. They complain about bitchy 
bosses, the stresses of picking up single 
men, and of course space travel -- all 
covered in glitter and glam. 

When: Saturday 8:30-10:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE

VANESSA BOyD & CO.
Live Music | Trance Americana is the 
sound that Vanessa Boyd and Company is 
producing with a combination and flow of 
the traditional Moroccan hajhuj, electrified 
and run through effects. An electro-
acoustic integration of elements of Sufi, 
Gnawa and psychedelic trance rhythms 
with folk and Americana melodies and 
stylings.

When: Friday 7:30-9:00pm
 Sunday 7:00-8:00pm
Where: MAIN STAGE

XANDE CRuz
Brazilian Percussion | Drum circle.

When: Sunday 12:00am-1:00am
Where: LAKESIDE

performance
HANS HAVERON Live Painter 

With  Justin Paul
When: Saturday 5:00-6:30pm
Where: POOL

With  Nyxxsys
When: Sunday 8:00-9:30pm
Where: MAIN STAGE

JOuRNEy DANCE
Dance Through The Chakras | Simply 
put,  JourneyDance is a dance thru 
the Chakra System! Danced barefoot, 
JourneyDance reconnects you with 
your natural state of joyous well-being 
thru guided movement sequences, free 
exploration in community, improvisiational 
theater games, trance dance and group 
meditation. your mind becomes positive, 
clear & free and your body becomes 
energized funky and divine. Through 
breath, movement, sound and music the 
dance becomes a healing practice for 
uncovering your true divinity. Wear clothes 
suitable for yoga, be prepared to move 
and sweat!

When: Saturday 8:30-9:30pm
Where: PAVILION

LEANA SONG
Drum and Music Ensemble | As 
they roll through song cycles, rising and 
falling with intensely hypnotic grooves, 
supporting a wealth of ancient melodic 
phrases, Leana Song succeeds in creating 
a dynamic and complex soundscape, 
enticing the listener to dance, sing, and 
drum along.

When: Sunday 11:00pm-12:30am
Where: MAIN STAGE

LOCALITy
Live Music | Locality is a joint musical 
effort of two long time friends, Everyday 
and Kezner. The ideology of Locality is 
finding rhythm, harmony and dynamic 
within that which is all around us. Visual 
accompaniment by Erik Silverson & Hedy.

When: Friday Midnight-Sat. 12:30am
Where: MAIN STAGE

NyXySS
Live Music | Nyxyss: evocative eastern 
violin meets crunchy beats and ethereal 
sub-textures of NyC’s underground--
deep, infectious, and evocative. Sounds 
like Claude Chalhoub meets Telefon Tel 
Aviv. Nyxyss is the creative collaboration 
between New york’s ubiquitous 
underground DJ Haj (Sub Swara | Freek 
Factory | Church | CoSM) and fiery, ethereal 
violinist Hannah Thiem (Copal | Church | 
CoSM). The sound is lush and compelling, 
exploring the more melodic aspects of 
dubstep, idm and leftfield hip hop.

When: Sunday 8:00-9:30pm
Where: MAIN STAGE

PETER PARkER
Immersive Digital Environment |  
Designing the Immersive Digital 
Environment and performing live Audio/
Video sets, Peter Parker waits for that 
single moment when the brain short-
circuits and the squabbling conscience is 
shut down; the soul and body fuse and 
we finally become something more than 
human.

When: Ongoing
Where: MAIN STAGE & BARN

PINk SkuLL
Live Music | Julian Grefe (an 
accomplished musician, producer, and DJ 
with a slew of bands, records, and music 
projects to his credit), and 611 Records 
alum Justin Geller. Their collaboration and 
mutual love of early avant-techno spawned 
Pink Skull. In 2006 Grefe and Geller 
expanded Pink Skull into a live band, with 
the addition of players Jeremy Gewertz 
(drums), Mike Hammel (bass) and Sam 
Murphy (guitar).

When: Saturday 1:30-3:00am
Where: MAIN STAGE

PLuM DRAGONESS
Spoken Word | 

When: Sunday 7:30-8:30pm
Where: MAIN STAGE
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art installations

Theme Camps

Locations of instaLLations can be found on the map

ANNA SHAPIRO | CHANDELIER FOR THE NEW ECONOMy

quENTIN | FLOATING ILLuMINATION    SHAWMAN | COLO-SOL

RENO ROXX | FLAMING LOTuS & HEART BuRN    kAMAN+ERLAND | HEADCRABS

STEVE RATTI | THE MAyOR’S CHAIR    SCOTT-O-MATIC | BLAz-E-BO

MONk-E, BIG JAWN, ED, DISCOuNT | EFFIGy

Locations of theme camp Zones can be found on the map

Blu Sol » Put your hands in the air, sing and 
dance, with a clear conscience. your good 
time will have a negative carbon footprint. No, 
this is not the Greenie camp. This is the BLu 
camp, our energy comes from the blue sky, 
well, the sun at least. We: pack in and pack 
out; use reusable cups; washable towels, no 
paper products allowed. Filtered water, not 
bottled. And what we can’t reuse is absolutely 
recycled. Solar Powered- both the blue LED 
lighting and the thumping EAW sound system. 
Visit our bar for any number of Blu drinks. 
Please bring your cup. Climb up to our 10’ 
raised, tented, platform and look out over the 
camp. We do not discriminate against carbon 
positive people, in fact we welcome you, this 
is a burn after all! So please, bring your fire 
and dance in our circle! 

Little PEX » This place is created for the 
camping kids and their caregivers at the 
PEX Summer Festival! Little PEX is a central 
location where families can connect. If you 
have little ones, bring them by!

Camp Contact » Camp Contact is a haven 
for Contact Improv Dance, yoga, Acro-yoga 
and other movement based forms. We’ll have 
a lot of great workshops and dance jams and 
chill out time

IdeaDome » Come chill in our big white 
pyramidical dome. A place to share thoughts 
and ideas.

Kostume Kult » Do you enjoy creativity and 
absurdity? Is Halloween your favorite holiday? 
Are you bored with normalcy? Stray from the 
flock. Choose your own path.Have more fun 
than anyone you know.

Meso Creso » From the land between the 
rivers is born a new family that hails from 
the cradles of civilization, Mesopotamia, the 
Nile, and Indus to the ancient and modern 

Americas. Like the Bedouins and yaquis of 
the desert, or before when the Sumerians 
began building independent city states with 
their own cultures and cults, languages, and 
kings, we congregate under our bayt, our casa, 
our home - to celebrate our individuality and 
union, our mélange of cultures – our meso 
creso. Teach us! Learn from us! Indulge in a 
kaleidoscope of passions, relish, rejoice and 
share in our positive vibe!

Plastic Fantastic » Plastic Fantastic is 16-
foot diameter geodesic dome covered in over 
4,000 post-consumer water bottles. One may 
participate in the making of the dome and/or 
in one of the programmed events - an opening 
reception, a video shoot, an activist action, 
a public talk, and/or a sunset dance party. 
Plastic Fantastic will be installed at Studio 
34 in Philadelphia this summer as part of the 
show FILTHy. Some preparations need to be 
done!! Label removal, applying the bottles to 
the dome and having fun are the priority for 
Plastic Fantastic at PEX Summer Festival. Have 
a delightful libation and be part of the making 
of its 7th iteration! Plastic Fantastic needs 
3,000 more little water bottles by mid July. If 
you collect and bring 18 of these to PEXSF, you 
will be rewarded!

Disorient » Groove to the chill sounds 
emanating from the legendary Disorient sound 
system. We’re bringing back the inflatable 
sculptures by Anakin Koenig Airways which 
you’ve seen at the Museum of Modern Art, 
the Whitney Biennale, NASA, Burning Man, 
Figment, NyC Decom, and Disorient’s own 
events. The infamous Orange Slut is also 
coming to provide her own unique kind of 
spandex shade. Look for the bright Disorient 
LED sign, and we’ll see you in the Puddle! 

Whiskey & Whores » Whiskey. Whores.  
No Pooping.
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11:30am  
12:00pm 
12:30pm
01:00pm
01:30pm  
02:00pm 
02:30pm
03:00pm
03:30pm
04:00pm
04:30pm
05:00pm
05:30pm
06:00pm
06:30pm
07:00pm
07:30pm
08:00pm
08:30pm    monk-e

09:00pm    monk-e

09:30pm    monk-e

10:00pm
10:30pm
11:00pm
11:30pm    mike saga

12:00am    mike saga

12:30am    mike saga

01:00am    Xris smack

01:30am    With

02:00am    Dollhouse Fshn Shw

02:30am    Kevlar

03:00am    Kevlar

03:30am    Kevlar

04:00am    
04:30am    
05:00am    
05:30am    
06:00am    
06:30am    
07:00am    
07:30am    
08:00am    

Master   Schedule
BARN GYMNASIUM LAKESIDE

FRIDAy

Pavilion Main Stage main stage AREA Pool
FRIDAy

11:30am  
12:00pm     Vinyasa Yoga

12:30pm     With

01:00pm     angela boltz

01:30pm  
02:00pm 
02:30pm
03:00pm
03:30pm
04:00pm    Yoga trimurti

04:30pm    With

05:00pm    angela boltz

05:30pm
06:00pm
06:30pm
07:00pm
07:30pm    mask making

08:00pm    w/ tara & Jacqui

08:30pm
09:00pm
09:30pm
10:00pm
10:30pm
11:00pm
11:30pm    Justin aubuchon

12:00am    Justin aubuchon

12:30am    Justin aubuchon

01:00am    Kris murphy

01:30am    Kris murphy

02:00am    Kris murphy

02:30am    Justin paul

03:00am    Justin paul

03:30am    Justin paul

04:00am    o’Keef

04:30am    o’Keef

05:00am    o’Keef

05:30am    Zemi 17

06:00am    Zemi 17

06:30am    Zemi 17

07:00am    friar tuck

07:30am    friar tuck

08:00am    friar tuck

big Jawn

big Jawn

big Jawn

malodorus

malodorus

malodorus

Jordan Romney

Jordan Romney

Jordan Romney

Vanessa boyd & co.

Vanessa boyd & co.

Vanessa boyd & co.

simplafire

simplafire

Ross d

Ross d

Kezner

Kezner

Locality

dJ everyday

pink skull

pink skull

pink skull

Jeff heart

Jeff heart

Jeff heart

hoop fitness

With

soy boy

discount

discount

discount

Glenn Weikert

Glenn Weikert

Glenn Weikert

terreyl Kirton

terreyl Kirton

terreyl Kirton

matt cue

matt cue

matt cue

mia dangerfi eld

mia dangerfi eld

mia dangerfi eld

sean thomas

sean thomas

sean thomas

archedream “Rise of collaboration”

archedream “Rise of collaboration”

archedream “Rise of collaboration”

archedream “Rise of collaboration”

drumming Workshop

With

carlos izaguirre

beginner traditional staff

With Lucky burns

drum circle

With

carlos izaguirre
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09:30am
10:00am
10:30am
11:00am    corsets 101 With

11:30am    Kali morgan

12:00pm 
12:30pm    boundaries With

01:00pm    chad doberstein

01:30pm  
02:00pm    bound 4 pleasure

02:30pm    w/ Veronica bound

03:00pm
03:30pm    polyamory With

04:00pm    Lucifer & angel

04:30pm
05:00pm    tantra Yoga With

05:30pm    taoin Lore

06:00pm
06:30pm    Get Your spank on

07:00pm    w/ Veronica bound

07:30pm
08:00pm
08:30pm
09:00pm
09:30pm
10:00pm
10:30pm
11:00pm
11:30pm
12:00am    darksyde

12:30am    darksyde

01:00am    darksyde

01:30am    blake Labounty

02:00am    blake Labounty

02:30am    blake Labounty

03:00am    
03:30am    
04:00am    
04:30am    
05:00am    
05:30am    
06:00am       

Master   Schedule
BARN GYMNASIUM LAKESIDE

SATuRDAy

Pavilion Main Stage main stage AREA Pool
SATuRDAy

09:30am    arnold Workout

10:00am    Yin & Yang Yoga

10:30am    With

11:00am    Gabrielle

11:30am  
12:00pm    mask making

12:30pm    w/ tara & Jacqui

01:00pm    contact improv

01:30pm    w/ Geri Vanore

02:00pm    theatre play

02:30pm    w/ tara & Jacqui

03:00pm    
03:30pm    Sustain. Economics

04:00pm    With Eron Lloyd

04:30pm    
05:00pm    God in Enthogenics

05:30pm    With James Oroc

06:00pm
06:30pm
07:00pm
07:30pm    
08:00pm    
08:30pm    Journey Dance w/

09:00pm    Jeanine Abraham

09:30pm
10:00pm
10:30pm
11:00pm
11:30pm    
12:00am    braden

12:30am    braden

01:00am    braden

01:30am    dave hughes

02:00am    dave hughes

02:30am    dave hughes

03:00am    nick cosmo

03:30am    nick cosmo

04:00am    nick cosmo

04:30am    sean thomas

05:00am    sean thomas

05:30am    sean thomas

06:00am    Lee mayjahs?

meeshu

meeshu

meeshu

dJ bella

dJ bella

dJ bella

Karmakanik

Karmakanik

Karmakanik

orbicles

orbicles

orbicles

hahn solo

hahn solo

hahn solo

tubbo

tubbo

tribal belly dance

With

aysha

plum dragoness

& the elements

umlaut

umlaut

umlaut

Rich medina

Rich medina

Rich medina

Rich medina

nigel Richards

nigel Richards

nigel Richards

twin hooping

With

squiddie

beginner hoop

With Jen alvarez

sphere manipulation

With Jeff calafato

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

mr. caparro

mr. caparro

mr. caparro

Wiseacre With

Live painting by

carlos Vera

nickodemus

nickodemus

nickodemus

Justin paul With

Live painting by

hans haveron

Robotique w/

Circuit Bent Fshn Shw

Robotique

mike saga

mike saga

mike saga

aerial silk for beginners

With

stephanie Radia

aerial silk Low flying dance trapeze

With

nina charity

all Levels capoiera

With

Risadinha

archedream “chorus of dreams”

archedream “chorus of dreams”

archedream “chorus of dreams”

fire safety With

denise denise

drumming Workshop

With

Xande cruz

cultivating fire

With

Lina Luv

introduction to poi

With conway Jennings

intermediate contact staff

With chad bennett

KecaK (monkey chant)

With

eo (eric oberthaler)

advanced poi

With conway Jennings

effi gy burn

effi gy burn

drum circle

With Xande cruz
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11:30am  
12:00pm 
12:30pm
01:00pm
01:30pm    erotic fire play

02:00pm    With Kali morgan

02:30pm
03:00pm    pleasure palace

03:30pm    W/ Chad Doberstein

04:00pm
04:30pm    Intimate Exchanges

05:00pm    With Kali Morgan

05:30pm
06:00pm    Ritualia

06:30pm    With

07:00pm    taoin Lore

07:30pm
08:00pm
08:30pm
09:00pm
09:30pm
10:00pm
10:30pm
11:00pm
11:30pm  
12:00am    
12:30am    
01:00am    
01:30am   

Master   Schedule
BARN GYMNASIUM LAKESIDE

SuNDAy

Pavilion Main Stage main stage AREA Pool
SuNDAy

11:00am
11:30am     arnold Workout

12:00pm
12:30pm     chi meets prana

01:00pm     With Liana &

01:30pm     Gabrielle

02:00pm 
02:30pm
03:00pm    human Rights

03:30pm    With heidi West

04:00pm
04:30pm    beyond 2012 w/

05:00pm    daniel pinchback

05:30pm
06:00pm    Yofu

06:30pm    With

07:00pm    Gabrielle

07:30pm    
08:00pm
08:30pm    Willyum

09:00pm    Willyum

09:30pm    Willyum

10:00pm    mr. caparro

10:30pm    mr. caparro

11:00pm    mr. caparro

11:30pm    Rob paine

12:00am    Rob paine

12:30am    Rob paine

01:00am    Rob paine

01:30am 

dJ bella

dJ bella

dJ bella

solomonic sound

solomonic sound

solomonic sound

solomonic sound

scott K

scott K

scott K

Vishal Kanwar

Vishal Kanwar

Vishal Kanwar

Vanessa boyd & co.

Vanessa boyd & co.

nyxxsys With

Live painting by

hans haveron

tunnel t

tunnel t

tunnel t

Leana song

Leana song

Leana song

swift technique

swift technique

swift technique

hoop fitness

With

soy boy

intermediate hoop

With Jen alvarez

abc’s of mini hoops

With squiddie

Lina Luv

Lina Luv

Lina Luv

conway Jennings

conway Jennings

conway Jennings

Dozia With Live Painting 

by Carlos Vera

dynomite brothers

dynomite brothers

King britt

King britt

small change

small change

small change

super mucho

super mucho

super mucho

Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

acro Yoga

With

Justicia & sandhi

aerial fabric

intermediate/advanced technique

With nina charity

aerial silk dance

With

stephanie Radia

int/adv poi turning 

With chad bennett

beg. – adv. poi outside

the box With Lucas boyd

beginner contact staff

With Lucky burns

beg. – int. double staff

With Lucas boyd
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THE TEN PRINCIPLES
OF BURNING MAN*

RADICAL INCLuSION
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man. We welcome and respect the stranger.  
No prerequisites exist for participation in our community.

GIFTING
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift is unconditional.  
Gifting does not contemplate a return or an exchange for something of equal value.

DECOMMODIFICATION
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social environments 
that are unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand 
ready to protect our culture from such exploitation. We resist the substitution of consumption 
for participatory experience.

RADICAL SELF-RELIANCE
Burning Man encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely on his or her inner 
resources.

RADICAL SELF-EXPRESSION
Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No one other than the 
individual or a collaborating group can determine its content. It is offered as a gift to others. 
In this spirit, the giver should respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.

COMMuNAL EFFORT
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. We strive to produce, 
promote and protect social networks, public spaces, works of art, and methods of 
communication that support such interaction.

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITy
We value civil society. Community members who organize events should assume 
responsibility for public welfare and endeavor to communicate civic responsibilities to 
participants. They must also assume responsibility for conducting events in accordance with 
local, state and federal laws.

LEAVING NO TRACE
Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving no physical trace 
of our activities wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever 
possible, to leave such places in a better state than when we found them.

PARTICIPATION
Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that transformative 
change, whether in the individual or in society, can occur only through the medium of 
deeply personal participation. We achieve being through doing. Everyone is invited to work. 
Everyone is invited to play. We make the world real through actions that open the heart.

IMMEDIACy
Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important touchstone of value in our 
culture. We seek to overcome barriers that stand between us and a recognition of our inner 
selves, the reality of those around us, participation in society, and contact with a natural 
world exceeding human powers. No idea can substitute for this experience.

*adopted from the Burningman “10 Principles”  © 1989-2009 black rock city, llc
PEX Summer Festival is not an officially sanctioned Burningman event.
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